island of stability in an 'arc of insecurity' stretching from the Indian Ocean to the Pacific (see Perera 2009 forthcoming) . As world news headlines focused on the bitter end of the long war in Lanka local fears proliferated and 'experts' were called on to predict dire consequences for Australia in the form of floods of refugees. The discovery of another group of asylum seekers who had apparently survived undiscovered for several days on Melville Island added to an escalation of the reporting about asylum seekers and to demands for increased maritime surveillance and patrolling of the borders.
It is in this context that the five interlinked essays in this issue of Continuum consider questions of the (re)production of borders-biopolitical, spatial, legal, historical, symbolic-intended to contain and exclude asylum seekers. The essays situate these modalities and technologies of exclusion in the context of broader questions of nationalism, citizenship, biopolitics, neoliberalism and the transnational genealogies of colonialism and racism. They make the collective argument that the issue of border security is not the preoccupation of a single political party or government, but serves to magnetise a cluster of concerns and issues that are central to contemporary formations of citizenship, identity, territoriality and statehood in the west.
The term 'heterochronotope' in the title is taken from Joseph Pugliese's essay in this volume. It signifies a seriality of temporally and spatially discontinuous and yet connected sites that 'bring into focus the fraught and contradictory relations between bodies and borders'. The essays collected here consider the relations between bodies and borders in the context of biopolitical regimes (Palombo); citizenscapes and national narratives (Perera) , the boundaries of sexual and gendered behaviour and the biologicalcultural reproduction of the nation (Phillips), geopolitical and raciological faultlines (Pugliese) and politico-economic formations of neoliberalism (Stratton). The contributors are a mix of early career and more established researchers who have worked together in various ways over several years. The connections and differences between their essays indicate the distinctive theoretical, political and geographic focus of each, and the diverse interdisciplinarities they engage with (literary and historical studies, feminism, political economy, diaspora studies) within the broader discipline of cultural studies.
Neoliberal Citizenship and the Topologies of Exclusion
The Howard government's policies towards asylum seekers are usually discussed in the context of an increase in asylum seeker arrivals through the late 1990s and early 2000s. In this way the recent increase in asylum seekers arriving by boat has been tied to local Australian anxieties about border security and protection from unwanted migrants.
Yet this focus on domestic policy and minor fluctuations in numbers is a distraction.
Border security is not simply a local matter. While concerns over the security of the border are as old as the nation-state, the term has gained a new valence since the attacks on the Pentagon and on the Twin Towers of the World Trade Center on September 11,
2001
. Suddenly, the United States and its allies found a new threat to the integrity of their territories. In Australia, the coalition under Howard won a federal election in November two months after Australians stayed up watching the shocking television images of the destruction of the Twin Towers. In August, Howard's incumbent government, behind in the polls, had already moved to make asylum seekers arriving by boat a wedge issue for the forthcoming election by refusing to allow the Norwegian container ship MV Tampa, which had picked up 438 mainly Afghans from a sinking boat, and attempted to land them on Christmas Island. The Tampa event became the trigger for the establishment of the Pacific Solution. At the time that the Tampa was being refused landing permission, the government attempted to pass the Border Protection Bill 2001. This would have allowed the government to direct any ship in any circumstance out of Australian waters, and the use of any reasonable force to ensure that this happened. The Bill also established that there could be no recourse to the courts for any person affected by such action. In this way the Bill overrode all existing Australian law. The intention was to make the Bill retrospective to legalise the actions taken against the Tampa. The Bill was defeated in the Senate. However, on September 18, a week after the attacks in the United States, a revised Bill was passed. It was also in September that the Migration Amendment Act was passed, excising Christmas Island along with many other offshore islands from the Australian migration zone-the area within which asylum seekers could claim refugee status (Marr and Wilkinson 2002) .
The Border Protection Bill, the Migration Amendment Bill and the establishment of the Pacific Solution made the Australian border visible in new ways and in doing so had a transformative effect on how it is experienced and perceived (Perera 2002a) . The backdrop to these developments was the attacks on the US World Trade Centre and the Pentagon. These attacks, then, provided a pretext and a context for the new securitisation of the Australian border. However, we need to remember that the primary concern of this legislation was not the deterrence of terrorism but the exclusion of asylum seekers who David Harvey explains that: 'Neoliberalism is in the first instance a theory of political economic practices that proposes that human well-being can best be advanced by liberating entrepreneurial freedoms and skills within an institutional framework characterised by strong property rights, free markets, and free trade ' (2005, 2) . Its foundation is a privileging of the market over all other concerns, including moral ones, and an emphasis on individual entitlements and responsibilities over older notions of the public or collective. As Wendy Brown elaborates, 'neoliberal rationality while foregrounding the market, is not only, or even primarily, focused on the economy; it involves extending and disseminating market values to all institutions and social actions' (Brown 2005, 30-40) .
Neoliberalisation has brought about a fundamental redefinition of the institution of citizenship along marketised and seemingly 'non-ideological' lines-although, as the essays here suggest, culture and race still stage a covert return through notions of 'cohesion' and 'values' (Perera, 2007) . The traditional nation-state was represented as fundamentally inclusive for those defined as citizens. In conventional western political theory, citizenship has also been closely associated with democracy. For example, Richard Bellamy writes that, 'at its best, democratic citizenship … promote[s] a degree of equity and reciprocity among citizens ' (2008, 8) . In this understanding, the borders of the nation-state were thought to function to delimit those included from those excluded, where inclusion meant the right to certain entitlements guaranteed by membership of the state. However, we need to remember that this liberal conceptualisation of citizenship masks its exclusionary organisation, found most obviously in the treatment of those neither male nor white. Critiquing the neoliberal primacy of the contract-based marketisation of social relations from this traditional perspective, Margret Somers argues that: 'Contractualizing citizenship distorts the meaning of citizenship from that of a shared fate among equals to that of conditional privilege ' (2008, 3) . With the setting aside of assumptions about a shared social contract, and indeed of the idea of society itself, the neoliberal state reveals a grounding founded on an idea of graded exclusion and, as Stratton has argued elsewhere: 'It is in this context, and in the ordering of the neoliberal state's hierarchisation founded on the violence inflicted on those relatively excluded, that we find the neoliberal state's preference for authoritarian government ' (2009, 21) . to what the state calculates as an individual's (or a group's) potential to contribute to the marketised order. The consequence, as Somers, writing about the United States, puts it, is that there is 'an evergrowing superfluous population, no longer accommodated by a regime in which market value is the chief criterion for membership ' (2008, 5) . This is one context for understanding the Howard government's introduction in 1999 of Temporary Protection Visas (TPVs) instead of permanent residence rights, for those asylum seekers assessed to be refugees. TPVs allowed the holder to stay in Australia for three years after which time their status was reassessed. In the meantime holders were only eligible for limited social services and had no family reunion rights.
The TPV system was held responsible by many analysts for the disaster of SIEV X as the wives and children of men who had temporary rights to be in Australia but were unable to be legally joined by their families were forced to put themselves at risk by undertaking a covert voyage in dangerous conditions (Fekete 2008, 100-1; Perera 2008, 76-9) .
'Temporary Protection' as a technology that places the asylum seeker in a state of suspension between legal and illegal, physical incarceration and legislative exclusion, is an extension of neoliberalism's practices of 'graded exclusion' discussed above. Such practices exceptionalise specific groups by either subjecting them to, or suspending them from, special laws within the territorial limits of the nation, establishing new legal forms of distinguishing between citizens and others, and producing modalities of differentiation and stratification as well as new biopolitical topologies within the citizenscape (see
Palombo this volume). The intervention into Aboriginal communities in the Northern
Territory, enabled by a suspension of the Racial Discrimination Act, is one instance of this practice as it applies to Indigenous groups (see Watson 2008) . 
Walden Bello writes that:
The process of neoliberal reform … was marked by destabilising contradictions, in the North and in the South. Liberating capital from the constraints of governments that had imposed a compromise between labor and capital and a modus vivendi between northern capital and developing elites entailed (1) bringing down wages, which meant cutting the engine of demand that capital needed in order to reproduce itself profitably, and (2) adding to the ranks of the global unemployed, as the penetration of goods and capital into less developed economies bankrupted local firms and farms, eliminating millions from the market (Bello, 2005, p 83 What Sparke describes as the contradictory imperatives of national securitisation and economic facilitation of border movement, then, are two sides of the same coin-the protection of the state from unwanted migrants, those who it is considered will not contribute to the marketised order founded on a series of racialised and gendered discriminations, and the encouragement of those migrants who it is considered will so contribute. This is the background for the changes in treatment of asylum seekers in Australia over the period since the election of the Hawke Labor government in 1983.
Hawke's was the first Australian government to start implementing neoliberal policies and, after Paul Keating took over the prime ministership, the government introduced mandatory detention for asylum seekers arriving by boat in 1992. 'The interest in Asian femininity, when traced to its exoticist origins, is usually motivated by, and marketed as, a (hetero)sexual encounter, whereby any difference becomes a violent, yet sublime, part of that encounter ' (2007, 6) . These colonialist constructions of Indian men and Chinese women influence the motivation of the crimes against the members of each group, as do the anxieties and rage produced by the breakdown of these very stereotypes.
In the shows of force by students from India on the streets of Melbourne and Sydney, as in the flexing of muscle by the Indian government, we see the emergence of challenges to old hierarchies. The raised fists, leather jackets and shaved heads of the students stage a kind of aggressive masculinity that belies the subservient and feminised orientals of Raj fantasies. In turn these displays set off competing assertions by other groups jostling for position within the complex hierarchies of ethnicity, religion and race in Australia-for example the competing local machismos of 'Indians' and 'Lebanese' in the Sydney suburb of Harris Park.
Among other things, the outbreaks of racist violence against international students on a national scale suggests that the careful differentiation between productive and unproductive 'others'-between the official welcome extended towards international students who are seen as beneficial to the neoliberal economy and the punitive policies 'flexible' forms of mobility as against permanent migration, are unable to be sustained within national and geopolitical contexts that continue to be premised on racist imaginaries and on a system of globalised inequality. The 'foreign student' and 'the refugee' in this sense are two aspects of the same figure, and represent the body of 'moving people' (Soguk 2007) produced by the same globalised forces that enable the (circumscribed and provisional) 'mobility' of one while attempting to contain, blockade and violently terminate the other's aspirations to a similar mobility.
In/visible Bodies and Economies of Simultaneity
In two very important essays, 'Beyond the Straits' and 'Cast Away' Peter Hulme contemplates a photograph taken on a beach at Zahara de los Atunes in Spain in 2000 by the Spanish photographer, Javier Bauluz. It depicts a couple sunning themselves on a beach apparently indifferent to, and unaffected by, the fact that the drowned body of an asylum seeker is lying only a few feet away. The photograph, as Hulme proceeds meticulously to explicate, 'casts its shadow back to the sixteenth century ' (2005, 44) (Soguk 2007, 284) . In light of the beach images discussed by Hulme and Pugliese, the 'invisibility' that the border confers on the asylum seeker or refugee is revealed as double-edged. Borders within and at the frontiers of states invisibilise the refugee, dehumanising her into 'the illegal', even as these borders sometimes facilitate her movements because of this very invisibility. The border, then, instigates, incites and entangles the refugee; now catching her in its searchlights, now enabling her to secret herself in its folds and crevices that sometimes protect and at other times kill (Pugliese 2009 ). The border sets the refugee in motion and trips her up. Drawing on Michel Stratton is particularly interested in the relationship between the remembered past of the film's present (1990) and the year in which the film was first viewed (2007). Nostalgia for a seemingly kinder and gentler time when policies towards asylum seekers were less harsh, he suggests, works to obscure the continuities between then and now. The essay pursues the relationship between neoliberal policies and the anxieties generated by the border, arguing that the fear of the disordered and chaotic presence of asylum seekers generated since the 1990s 'is a consequence of the establishment of a new partially permeable border, a border with minimal import tariffs and through which flows of desired entrants are encouraged while those not desired are to be kept out at all costs'.
In a recent discussion of the implications of the introduction of 457 (temporary work) visas Peter Mares writes that most Australians: largely behave as if we lived in the twentieth century, when migrants came by sea and stayed for good. We endure periodic panics when boats carrying asylum seekers [come] to our shores from Indonesia and we agonise about racism when Indian students are beaten up on their way home from work. But a serious debate about the fundamental shift from permanent to temporary migration and what it might mean for our collective sense of identity and social cohesion is yet to begin (Mares 2009 ).
What Stratton's essay points to, and what we have attempted to argue in this introduction, is that Mares's 'before' and 'after' schema needs complicating. Rather, the exceptionalisation of sections of the population, either in temporal or spatial terms, has always been a characteristic of the heterochronotopes of the Australian border and of the territorial and statist order of which it is a part.
_____________________
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1
The term borderpanic is borrowed from the Borderpanic Symposium in held at the Museum of Contemporary Art in Sydney in September 2002. Two of the contributors to this volume were participants.
